SMGBacklit8  Premium Solvent Backlit Film Glossy

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Specialized coating for eco-solvent inks as well as brilliant color reproductions in light box applications with or without light
Glossy finish and advanced light diffusion coating provides the highest possible image resolution and color density
Best choice for true photo quality backlit images which rival those from lambda or light jet technology

PRODUCT SUGGESTED APPLICATION
Light box graphic
Backlit tradeshow display
Department store display
Luminous advertising
Bus shelter & Metro illuminated signage

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Caliper: 205 microns (8.2 mil)  Inks: Eco-Solvent / Solvent / Latex / UV-Cure
Weight: 285g  Width: 36” / 54” / 60”
Base material: PET  Length: 30m (100 ft)
Surface: High Gloss  Core: 3”

PRINTING TIPS
Dry time will vary depending on ink type. Lamination is optional. In order to protect the image from physical damage and to decrease image-fading, overlaminates are recommended. Storage: It is recommended to store in the closed original packing in a cool and dry environment. Temperature 10˚~25˚C (50˚~77˚F), Relative Humidity 50%. Shelf Life: One year stored in original package in recommended condition.

ASSISTANCE
Call us at 908-686-2200 or visit DDPMSC.com